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;I9EÅ=E;IÅM;IJ
Four years ago, Britain’s
biggest retailer entered the
world’s biggest market.
Romesh Vaitilingam tells
the story so far…

Mason, chief executive of Fresh & Easy,
described as a “transformational moment”
in the firm’s history. For one of the world’s
four largest retailers (along with the US’s
Wal-Mart, France’s Carrefour and Germany’s
Metro), launching an innovative chain of
supermarkets in west coast US markets was
a high-risk venture, especially during what
 Å  Ås{{x Americans were treated to rapidly became a deep recession.
Professor Lowe, who is now at the
a new shopping experience. Fresh & Easy
University of Southampton, has followed
Neighborhood Market, the brainchild of
the progress of Tesco’s ambitious market
Britain’s biggest retailer, Tesco, opened its
entry since it began over four years ago.
first six stores in Los Angeles and Orange
County, California. Meanwhile, back in Britain, Despite often negative media portrayals
of the Fresh & Easy chain in the British
Professor Michelle Lowe was beginning
media (and persistent expectations
a research project on retail innovation,
that its parent will soon admit failure and
supported by the ESRC’s Advanced Institute
leave the market), her research reveals
of Management (AIM) Research.
considerable strength in the US brand
Tesco’s venture seemed the ideal
that Tesco has created through a series of
opportunity to study how innovation works
innovations in market positioning and retail
in one of Britain’s most successful service
and supply network operations.
companies, particularly at a time that Tim

v{ÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rs

The AIM study finds evidence of
a significant consumer franchise for
the relatively small-scale (10,000 sq ft)
‘convenience format’ neighbourhood stores,
which draw on the small store operating
skills Tesco has developed over the past
ten years in Britain and overseas. And
while the company is often attacked in this
country for perceived domination of the
high street, across the Atlantic it is
widely seen as a champion of urban
regeneration, courted by local authorities
and attracting devoted customers.
Professor Lowe notes that in thinking
about its entry into a highly competitive
market, Tesco saw the opportunity in the
US attitudes that were shifting in relation to
local shopping, preservatives and additives
in food, health, the environment and
community responsiveness. All of this
suggested the potential of developing a
strongly focused neighbourhood brand.

;7JKH;ÅÜÅ 
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Fresh & Easy, recalls: “One of the things we
neighbour, embedding themselves in their
wanted to provide was chilled ready meals.
localities and sponsoring socially worthwhile
Fresh processed food should have no artificial projects. This has been a key element of
colours, no artificial flavours and only use
building the brand’s presence in the US.
preservatives where absolutely necessary for
Fresh & Easy was an immediate hit with
the safety of the product. But when we looked its customers. But no one foresaw the hit that
round to see how we were going to provide
was about to be taken by the US economy.
those products, there was no one there who
Some of the consumer markets Tesco had
was capable of doing it.”
targeted would be those worst affected by the
So Tesco invited two trusted British
recession. There were whole areas where new
suppliers to join them: Wild Rocket supplying Fresh & Easy stores might have been opened
fresh fruit and vegetables, and Two Sisters
that were economically devastated, and this
providing meat to a state-of-the-art ‘campus’ has clearly held back the expansion of the chain.
in Riverside, California, which housed a
distribution centre and the Fresh & Easy
  ÅÅ
kitchen. The company also developed
Fresh & Easy reacted to the recession by
innovative partnerships with local US
increasing special offers and promotions, and
suppliers, for example, coffee supplier Cafe
slowing down the rate of new store openings.
Calabria, which is based in San Diego.
Some commentators took this as a sign of
When the first stores opened in parts of
defeat, but Simon Uwins says it was simply
California, Arizona and Nevada, they offered time for the new business to slow down and
the kind of chilled prepared meals and other
take stock: “We were planning to open a
‘food-on-the-go’ products that are common
number of stores, have a gap, reflect, see if
in British supermarkets but rare in the US.
there’s anything that we needed to change and
Fresh & Easy also introduced a
then push the accelerator button.
range of innovations within the store, >;ÆL;DJKH;Æ
But because of the recession,
including assisted service checkouts >7IÆ8;;DÆL;HOÆ we thought it was only prudent
and ‘the kitchen table’, where
not to do that, and just keep the
IK99;II<KBÆ
consumers can sample products.
openings running at the same
?DÆJ;HCIÆE<Æ
A further distinctive feature of
level as we had been.”
@K:=?D=ÆJ>;Æ
Fresh & Easy, from the start, was
So has Fresh & Easy been
its emphasis on digital and viral
a success even in the face of
C7HA;JÆ<EHÆ7Æ
marketing. In 2007, it was novel to
the recession? Professor Lowe
D;MÆ8H7D:
invite bloggers to store launches. The
believes that the venture has been
company also saw the opportunity to engage
very successful in terms of judging the market
As Tim Mason said when Fresh &
with local communities through social media for a new brand, in terms of researching
Easy launched, “We wanted to design a
like Twitter, which had begun the previous
the market and in terms of engaging with
business that was for the 21st century, which
year. Another significant factor was where the consumers. But while the stores are clearly
recognised the issues that Americans care
stores opened. In many US cities, deprived
creating value for customers and growth is
about today: issues of neighbourhood, issues
areas have become virtual ‘food deserts’. So
solid in difficult economic circumstances, as a
of community, issues of obesity, issues of
when Fresh & Easy started to open in these
whole the chain has yet to turn a profit.
global warming.” In the context of existing
underserved markets, they were welcomed.
Nevertheless, Professor Lowe thinks that
US retailers, that new format was positioned
Professor Lowe points out that the stores
the Fresh & Easy concept is so innovative that
to be “as fresh as Whole Foods, with the value do have a real commitment to being a good
Tesco might be a little way ahead of the curve:
of Wal-Mart, the convenience of Walgreens
“The question is: will the curve catch up with
and the product range of Trader Joe’s”.
you at exactly the right moment, and that’s not
being helped by the recession. But that’s the
ÅÅ  
ideal notion of innovation: just ahead of your
To deliver a supermarket designed for west
customers catching up with you.”
coast US consumers, Tesco invested time
Overall, the AIM study suggests several
and money in intensive research. A group
lessons. First, it emphasises the importance
of its top executives spent months carrying
of understanding innovation not only in
out detailed anthropological investigations,
high-tech manufacturing but also the ‘hidden
studying US families to see what they put
innovation’ in retail and other services.
in their fridges and cupboards and how they
Second, it reveals that the flow of retail
did their cooking and shopping. All this
innovation has perhaps shifted from its
information-gathering indicated that there was
historic pattern of the US to Britain. Third, it
a gap in the market for a store selling food
shows that British retailers looking to expand
that bit healthier and that bit less processed at
westwards are not always destined for failure.
prices significantly below what a standard US
And finally, in providing the opportunity to
supermarket would charge.
learn from one of Britain’s most successful
One of the surprises for the Tesco
multinational companies, the research
researchers was that while the US was known
demonstrates the value of studying and
as the land of plenty, the quality of processed
celebrating British business achievements. "
fresh food in supermarkets was not high.
;I9EÅNFH;IIÅÅJ>;ÅCE:;BÅ<EHÅH;I>ÅÅ7IOÅ?DÅJ>;Å ;FH?DJIIEJED79KArvvuzv
Simon Uwins, chief marketing officer of
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H?J?I>ÅÅ<ÅJ>7J ÅxvÅF;HÅ9;DJÅM;DJÅJEÅH?J?I>Å
9EDIKC;HI ÅM>?B;ÅJ>;ÅEJ>;HÅr{rÅF;HÅ9;DJÅM;DJÅ
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ÅÅ Å  Å
>;I;ÅJMEÅFHE9;IIÅ?DDEL7J?EDIÅ;79>ÅÅ
>;Å E:;BÅÅEH:Å7II;C8BOÅ
FHE:K9;:Å=7?DIÅ<EHÅ9EDIKC;HIÅJ>7JÅM;H; ÅÅ
B?D;Å9H;7J;:ÅJ>;ÅVHIJÅÅ
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We need to value how we improve the way we make things, as well as how we invent them

;MIÅÜÅ 

The value of lay members

 Å    Å Åwhat is the
role of lay members? Do the judges in
employment rights cases, who usually sit
with representatives from the two sides
of industry, value the ‘tripartite system’?
Professor Susan Corby of the University
of Greenwich and Professor Paul Latreille
of Swansea University have surveyed
employment tribunals (ET) judges and
judges on the Employment Appeal Tribunal
(EAT), the body that hears appeals from ETs.
The study finds that most ET judges, who
can sit alone in specified cases, do not wish to
dispense with lay members. Only a minority
of judges (one in six) ‘always’ prefer to sit
alone, although a further two in five say they
prefer to sit alone ‘sometimes’. The results
indicate that ET judges consider lay members’
most important contribution is to provide a
non-legal perspective, followed by acting as
the ‘eyes and ears’ of the judge. Moreover,
although the government has proposed that
judges should normally sit alone for claims of
unfair dismissal, four out of five ET judges
consider that members add value to decisionmaking in such cases. What about judges
on the EAT, which is also constituted on a
tripartite basis? The researchers find that few
EAT judges assess lay members’ contribution
to the hearing process in terms of the lowest
score on a 1-4 scale. But comparing average
scores, EAT judges have a less favourable
view of lay members’ contribution than do
ET judges. Furthermore, few EAT judges
disagree with the statement that lay members
add more value at the ET than the EAT.
Interviews with other stakeholders
(representatives of claimants and
respondents, and organisations providing
such representation) indicate that they value
the presence of ET lay members. This is
mainly because they can reassure parties that
it is not just a lawyer deciding their case.
Most interviewees also think that members’
workplace experience contributes usefully to
decision-making in fact-sensitive ET cases,
although they prefer a judge alone in cases
centred on legal technicalities. Interviewees’
views about lay members on the EAT are
mixed, with some seeing them as superfluous,
as the EAT only rules on points of law.
Both judges and those directly or
indirectly representing the parties broadly
endorse the role of lay members at ETs, but
endorsement is more muted for the EAT. "
MMM=H;79KA78EKJI9>EEBI8KI?D;IIÅ
;DJ;HFH?I;H;I;7H9>M;HKH;I;7H9>ÄFHE@;9JI

in which contracts are awarded to ensure a
‘level playing field’ for British manufacturers.
If there was much disquiet and some anger
about the outcome, there was less clarity about
what was wrong with a contract that was not
in the public domain. And there was no clear
focus on how things might be put right by
using broader public interest criteria in future
public contracts (as other governments in
Europe already do) when calculating the ‘most
economically advantageous transaction’ under
European Union rules. This was a chance for
the ESRC Centre for Research on Socio Cultural
Change (CRESC) to do some ‘rapid response
social science research’. Within a month
of being awarded ESRC research funding,
CRESC had published a public interest report
focusing on the two main issues: ‘bundling’;
and the definition of the public interest.
The Thameslink contract was a new
style of public procurement contract, which
covered the building of the 1,200 carriages
plus their maintenance and lease financing for
30 years. When the contract inappropriately
bundled train building and rolling stock
finance, judgements about which company
could build better and cheaper trains were
contaminated by the question of who could
raise lease financing more cheaply. In the
Thameslink case, there never was a level
playing field because the successful consortium
Is Britain on track when
had a finance cost advantage of maybe £700
awarding public contracts? million because Siemens had an A+ credit
rating against Bombardier’s BB+. More
 Å  Ås{rr the Department of Transport
fundamentally, the CRESC report argues, the
effectively awarded the £1.5 billion
whole question of ‘value for money’ for the
Thameslink rail contract to a consortium
taxpayer was being defined too narrowly
led by Siemens and decided against the
because the state was behaving like a consumer
competing bid from a consortium led by
with a copy of Which?, balancing narrowly
Bombardier. As a consequence, roughly
defined cost and quality considerations.
1,200 new train carriages will now be built
This kind of calculation makes sense for
in Siemens’ German factory at Krefeld rather a private consumer choosing a toaster at John
than at Bombardier’s British factory at Derby. Lewis, but surely public choice should take
Within a couple of weeks, Bombardier
account of broader social considerations and
announced 1,400 redundancies at
potential repercussions. On CRESC’s
Derby. Many feared that the
calculation, these include the
K8B?9Æ9>E?9;Æ benefit of the £20,000 a year
company’s next move would be
I>EKB:ÆJ7A;Æ
complete closure of the Derby
of taxes paid by Bombardier’s
facility, which is the last surviving
Derby workers and a much
799EKDJÆE<Æ
British factory capable of making
modest gain from indirect
8HE7:;HÆIE9?7BÆ more
trains (rather than assembling
employment because many Derby
9EDI?:;H7J?EDIÆ components are imported.
imported component kits).
The coalition government’s
CRESC’s report was widely
7D:ÆFEJ;DJ?7BÆ
transport and business secretaries,
welcomed
as an expert and
H;F;H9KII?EDI
who made the final decision to award
independent intervention whose
the contract, predictably blamed the outcome evidence and arguments about procurement
on the previous government, which had
will inform political debate and reinforce
drafted the original contract in 2009. But more the Treasury Select Committee’s criticism of
remarkably, all the Westminster politicians
similar contracts for ‘private finance initiative’
agreed with thousands of petitioners from
financing to build new schools and hospitals.
Derby and a chorus of critics in the national
CRESC concludes that the state can lose more
media who denounced this as a bad decision. through ineptly designed contracts than it
Significantly, the two responsible ministers
gains from private sector management skills. "
did not try to defend the award but instead, in
an open letter to the prime minister, argued
MMM9H;I979KAFK8B?97J?EDIADEM?D=Ä
that the government needs to change the way M>7JÄJEÄ:EÄ>EMÄDEJÄJEÄ8K?B:ÄJH7?DI
E:FR

CFBEOC;DJÅ
JH?8KD7BI

>;Å=EL;HDC;DJÅ>7IÅ7ÅFEEHÅÅ
H;9EH:ÅM>;DÅ?JÅ9EC;IÅJEÅ7M7H:?D=Å
FK8B?9Å?DJ;H;IJÅ9EDJH79JI
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Aligning the interests of managers and stakeholders

Å Å executive pay packages has
proportion of the total remuneration package of
been highlighted by both the Bank of England executive directors and should be designed to
and the Financial Services Authority (FSA) as align their interests with those of shareholders.’
one of the causes of the financial crisis. FSA
The unintended consequence of such an
head Hector Sants, for example, has highlighted approach is the resulting conflict of interests
the need to reconsider the guidelines in
between different categories of investors,
this area, arguing that: “In many cases the
namely debt and equity holders. While both
remuneration structures… gave incentives to groups provide companies with financing,
staff to pursue risky policies, undermining the creditors usually prefer safer strategy choices
impact of systems designed to control risk,
compared with those favoured by shareholders.
to the detriment of shareholders and other
Too strong an alignment of incentives of
stakeholders, including depositors,
managers with the pursuit of
creditors and ultimately taxpayers.” EHFEH7J;Æ
shareholder value may encourage
So what structure of managerial 8EDKI;IÆÆ
executives to take excessive risks,
incentives and compensation
which may then harm the holders
>7L;Æ8;;DÆ
packages might prevent excessive
of corporate debt.
:;H?:;:Æ8OÆ
risk-taking? That is one of the
Corporate bonuses have been
FEB?9OC7A;HIÆ widely derided by policymakers
questions addressed in research by
7D:Æ?DÆÆ
Professor Grzegorz Trojanowski
and in the media. But according
of the University of Exeter. He
to this study, they may not be the
J>;ÆC;:?7
has been looking at remuneration
only components of remuneration
practices in Britain over the last decade and
packages that encourage excessive riskmaking comparisons with the US. Professor
taking. And while the enormous risks taken
Trojanowski notes that until recently, the
by some financial companies have been in
focus of research and policy discussions has
the spotlight, similar problems of perverse
been limited to the alignment of managerial
incentives are likely to plague all types of
incentives with the interests of a single
companies, not just banks and insurers.
category of stakeholders, namely shareholders.
Professor Trojanowski’s investigation
For example, Britain’s Combined Code of
reveals that British executives receive a much
Corporate Governance stipulates that:
smaller proportion of their pay as shares and
‘Performance-related elements of
options than their US counterparts. And many
remuneration should form a significant
of these grants are in the form of ‘Long-Term

HE:K9J?L?JOÅ=HEMJ>Å
:;9B?D;Å7D:ÅH;IKH=;D9;
How competition cured the ‘British disease’
  «Å Å  Å:;9B?D;Å
J>HEK=>EKJÅJ>;Ås{J>Å9;DJKHOÅM7IÅ7ÅD7J?ED7BÅ
;C87HH7IIC;DJÅJ>7JÅEDBOÅM;DJÅ7M7OÅ?DÅ
J>;Årzy{IÅ>;ÅIOCFJECIÅE<ÅJ>?IÅIEÄ97BB;:Å
H?J?I>Å:?I;7I;«Å?D9BK:;:Å:;8?B?J7J?D=Å?D:KIJH?7BÅ
H;B7J?EDIÅ7D:ÅI;B<Ä?D:KB=;DJÅC7D7=;C;DJÅ
;I;7H9>Å8OÅHE<;IIEHÅ ?9>EB7IÅH7<JI ÅÅ
:?H;9JEHÅE<ÅJ>;ÅÅ;DJH;Å<EHÅECF;J?J?L;Å
:L7DJ7=;Å?DÅJ>;ÅBE87BÅ9EDECOÅ Å
7JÅJ>;ÅD?L;HI?JOÅE<Å7HM?9A ÅI>EMIÅJ>7JÅ
9ECF;J?J?EDÅFHEL?:;:ÅJ>;Å9KH;
vuÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rs

?IÅIJK:OÅE<ÅJ>?IÅ;F?IE:;ÅE<ÅD7J?ED7BÅ
;9EDEC?9Å>?IJEHOÅÅM>;DÅEJ>;HÅKHEF;7DÅ
9EKDJH?;IÅ=H;MÅCEH;ÅGK?9ABOÅ7D:ÅH?J7?DÅM7IÅ
EL;HJ7A;DÅ8OÅC7DOÅE<ÅJ>;CÅÅFHEL?:;IÅ<KHJ>;HÅ
IKFFEHJÅ<EHÅM>7JÅ?IÅDEMÅ7ÅM?:;BOÅ799;FJ;:Å<79JÅ
7CED=Å;9EDEC?IJIÅJ>7JÅM;7AÅ9ECF;J?J?EDÅ
?CF7?HIÅFHE:K9J?L?JOÅ=HEMJ>Å?DÅ7:L7D9;:Å
;9EDEC?;IÅDBOÅM>;DÅH?J7?DÅH;JKHD;:ÅJEÅ7Å
H;=?C;ÅE<Å9ECF;J?J?EDÅ7D:ÅEF;DD;IIÅI?C?B7HÅJEÅ
J>7JÅM>?9>Å>7:ÅFH;L7?B;:Å8;<EH;ÅJ>;Å?HIJÅEHB:Å
7HÅ:?:ÅFHE:K9J?L?JOÅ=HEMJ>ÅH;IKC;

Incentive Plans’ (LTIPs), which are deferred
for a number of years and paid only on
meeting particular performance criteria. This
should in principle encourage longer-term
orientation in managerial decision-making.
Nevertheless, irrespective of the capital
structure of the companies they manage,
relatively few British executives receive debtlike instruments as part of their remuneration
package. Both creditors and shareholders play
a vital role in corporate finance, but executives
are paid mostly in cash and equity rather
than debt. Few chief executives receive
compensation in the form of cash LTIPs, and
bonuses continue to be widespread, at best
tied to short-term results. The study also reveals
that compensation seems to be the aspect of
corporate governance to which management
pays particular attention. Among the firms
>;ÅH;JH;7JÅ<HECÅ9ECF;J?J?EDÅ?DÅJ>;ÅH?J?I>Å
;9EDECOÅM7IÅJH?==;H;:Å8OÅJ>;ÅVD7D9?7BÅ9H?I?IÅE<Å
J>;Årzt{I Å8KJÅ?JÅM7IÅDEJÅ<KBBOÅH;L;HI;:ÅKDJ?BÅJ>;Å
rzy{IÅ7HBOÅFEIJÄM7HÅH?J7?DÅM7IÅDEJ78B;Å<EHÅJ>;Å
;IJ78B?I>C;DJÅE<Å97HJ;BI ÅD7J?ED7B?I7J?ED ÅM;7AÅ
9ECF;J?J?EDÅFEB?9OÅ7D:ÅFHEJ;9J?ED?ICÅ>;Å Å
H;I;7H9>ÅH;L;7BIÅJ>7JÅ9ECF7H;:ÅM?J>ÅJ>;Å<EKD:;HÅ
C;C8;HIÅE<ÅJ>;ÅKHEF;7DÅ9EDEC?9ÅECCKD?JOÅ
 ÅJ>;H;ÅM7IÅ7ÅH;B7J?L;BOÅIBEMÅH;:K9J?EDÅ?DÅJH7:;ÅÅ
9EIJIÅ<EHÅH?J7?DÅJÅM7IÅDEJÅKDJ?BÅJ>;ÅB7J;Årzx{IÅJ>7JÅ
IEC;J>?D=Å7FFHE79>?D=Å<H;;ÅJH7:;ÅM7IÅH;IJEH;:
>;ÅM;7AD;IIÅE<Å9ECF;J?J?EDÅ?DÅFHE:K9JÅ
C7HA;JIÅ?DJ;H79J;:ÅM?J>ÅJMEÅ7IF;9JIÅE<ÅH?J?I>Å
;N9;FJ?ED7B?IC«Å?DÅJ;HCIÅE<Å?DIJ?JKJ?EDIÅ9EHFEH7J;Å
=EL;HD7D9;Å7D:Å?D:KIJH?7BÅH;B7J?EDIÅ>;Å<EHC;HÅ
M7IÅ9>7H79J;H?I;:Å8OÅJ>;Å78I;D9;ÅE<ÅIJHED=Å
I>7H;>EB:;HIÅ7D:Å7DÅ?D;<<;9J?L;ÅC7HA;JÅ<EHÅ
9EHFEH7J;Å9EDJHEBÅJ>;ÅB7JJ;HÅ8OÅJ>;ÅFH;I;D9;ÅE<Å
9H7<JÅ9EDJHEB ÅCKBJ?ÄKD?ED?ICÅ7D:ÅB;=7BÅ?CCKD?J?;IÅ
J>7JÅKD:;HF?DD;:ÅJH7:;ÅKD?EDI«Å87H=7?D?D=ÅFEM;H
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?D7D9?7BÅI;9JEHÅ;N;9KJ?L;ÅF7OÅF79A7=;IÅÅ
>7L;Å8;;DÅ9H?J?9?I;:Å<EHÅ;D9EKH7=?D=ÅH?IA

where compliance with the Combined Code
of Corporate Governance is weakening, the
independence of remuneration committees is
the most likely provision to be sacrificed in
the face of looming under-performance. This
suggests that managers may try to capture
the pay-setting process and protect their
remuneration packages.
Overall, the alignment of managerial
incentives with shareholders’ preferences
seems weaker in Britain than in the US.
But this does not automatically mean that
executives’ incentives are congruent
with those of creditors. For many British
managers, as far as their compensation is
concerned, cash is still king. "
F7F;HIIIHD9ECIEBtF7F;HI9<C78IJH79JØ
?:¦rxstuws

EEIJ?D=Å
>?=>Ä=HEMJ>Å
J;9>DEBE=OÅ
VHCI

oriented were over four times more likely
to experience three or more years of rapid
organisational growth.
But the high-growth firms are also highly
vulnerable, with three quarters of them having
experienced an employment growth setback
of 20 per cent or more during their first seven
years in existence. Overall though, the firms
continued to create jobs during periods of
cluster contraction in the early 1990s and 2000s
amid a broad-based contraction of other firms.
The research finds that 12 per cent of all
high-growth firms were established by a
Lessons learnt from the
serial entrepreneur: this contrasts with only
three per cent of non-high-growth firms.
‘Cambridge cluster’
Similarly, whereas 11 per cent of all firms in
Å Å 
 encourage the
the cluster are either academic or corporate
development of high-growth technology
spin-offs, this effect was nearly three times as
firms that will create new industries and
pronounced among high-growth firms, where
new jobs? Research by Vivian Mohr and
31 per cent of firms are spin-offs.
Dr Elizabeth Garnsey of the Institute
This evidence on the regional prominence
for Manufacturing at the University
of these firms in terms of innovation, jobs and
of Cambridge points to three areas for
resilience supports the recent policy emphasis
government intervention:
on supporting rapidly growing
rsÆF;HÆ9;DJÆÆ
accelerating the development
firms. But the evidence on the
E<Æ7BBÆ>?=>Å
of legislative frameworks for
importance of serial entrepreneurs
newly emerging industries;
suggests that policymakers could
=HEMJ>Æ
reducing tax barriers for
do more, increasing incentives for
VHCIÆM;H;Æ
the involvement of serial
these individuals – particularly
entrepreneurs; and supporting the ;IJ78B?I>;:Æ
academic serial entrepreneurs – to
incubation of new technologies.
become involved in creating new
8OÆ7ÆI;H?7BÆ
Their study analyses unique
;DJH;FH;D;KH firms by reducing tax barriers.
longitudinal data on more than
Similarly, earlier and stronger
3,000 technology firms in the so-called
international promotion of small and
‘Cambridge cluster’ over the past 25
medium-sized firms could help these
years. The researchers have also
companies develop partnerships with foreign
conducted over 20 in-depth interviews
companies that may prove pivotal to their
with involved managers.
eventual success. The interviews also indicate
Employment in Cambridge’s higha role for policymakers by shortening the time
growth firms increased over six times
required to develop robust legislation
between the late 1980s and the 2000s. By
for newly emerging industries. "
2008, these firms accounted for a third of
all jobs in the cluster yet only eight per cent MMM?<C;D=97C79KA9JCFK8B?97J?EDIÅ
of all firms. Firms that were internationally MØF7F;HI

>;Å;L?:;D9;Å?D:?97J;IÅJ>7J Å?DÅJ>;I;Å
JE=;J>;HÅM?J>Å:?L;IJC;DJÅ7D:ÅH;IJHK9JKH?D=ÅÅ
9?H9KCIJ7D9;I ÅM;7AÅ9ECF;J?J?EDÅB;:ÅJEÅFEEHÅ
?DÅB7H=;ÅVHCI
FHE:K9J?L?JOÅEKJ9EC;IÅECF;J?J?EDÅFEB?9OÅÅ
JÅJ>;ÅI;9JEH7BÅB;L;B ÅIJHED=;HÅ9ECF;J?J?EDÅ
M7IÅB7H=;BOÅD;=B;9J;: ÅM>?9>ÅM7IÅ9B;7HBOÅ7Å
7D:Å=H;7J;HÅEF;DD;IIÅM;H;Å7IIE9?7J;:ÅM?J>Å
C?IJ7A;ÅDÅJ>;ÅED;ÅE997I?EDÅM>;H;Å7ÅI;H?EKIÅ
?CFHEL;:ÅFHE:K9J?L?JOÅF;H<EHC7D9;Å IÅJ>;Å7=;Å
H;<EHCÅM7IÅC7:;ÅÅJ>;Å;IJH?9J?L;ÅH79J?9;IÅ 9JÅ E<Å?D<EHC7J?EDÅ7D:Å9ECCKD?97J?EDÅJ;9>DEBE=OÅ
E<Årzvw ÅM>?9>ÅB;:ÅJEÅJ>;Å787D:EDC;DJÅ
97C;Å7BED= ÅH?J7?DÅM7IÅ78B;Å
;7AÆ
E<Å9EBBKI?EDÅ?DÅC7DOÅI;9JEHIÅÅ
JEÅ;C8H79;ÅJ>;ÅEFFEHJKD?J?;IÅ
9ECF;J?J?EDÆ
J>;H;ÅM7IÅ7ÅI?=D?V97DJÅ?CF79JÅEDÅ
7IIE9?7J;:ÅM?J>ÅH7F?:Å:?<<KI?EDÅÅ
FHE:K9J?L?JOÅF;H<EHC7D9;
E<ÅJ>;ÅD;MÅJ;9>DEBE=?;IÅ>?IÅ
?CF7?HIÆ
>;ÅH;IKBJIÅE<ÅJ>;Å>7J9>;HÅ
H;GK?H;:Å8?=Å9>7D=;IÅ?DÅMEHA?D=Å
FHE:K9J?L?JOÆ
;NF;H?C;DJ«Å?DÅJ>;Årzy{IÅF7L;:ÅJ>;Å
FH79J?9;IÅ7D:ÅC7D7=;C;DJÅ
=HEMJ>Æ?DÆ
M7OÅ<EHÅH;L;HI?D=ÅH?J7?D«IÅH;B7J?L;Å
>?;H7H9>?;I ÅM>?9>ÅJ>;Å9EKDJHOÅÅ
;9EDEC?9Å:;9B?D;ÅECF;J?J?EDÅ
M7IÅ78B;ÅJEÅC7A;ÅCEH;Å;<<;9J?L;BOÅ
7:L7D9;:Æ
M7IÅCK9>ÅIJH;D=J>;D;:Å8OÅJH7:;Å
J>7DÅC7DOÅE<Å?JIÅKHEF;7DÅ
;9EDEC?;I
B?8;H7B?I7J?EDÅ7D:Å:;H;=KB7J?ED Å7D:Å8OÅ
D;?=>8EKHIÅ>?IÅMEKB:ÅDEJÅ>7L;Å
:?I9EDJ?DK?D=Årzx{IÅ?D:KIJH?7BÅFEB?9OÅÅ
>7FF;D;:ÅM?J>Årzx{IÄIJOB;Å?D:KIJH?7BÅH;B7J?EDIÅ
IÅ9ECF;J?J?EDÅIJH;D=J>;D;: ÅJ>;H;ÅM;H;ÅÅ
7D:Å7Å>;7L?BOÅH;=KB7J;:ÅI;HL?9;ÅI;9JEH
C7@EHÅ9>7D=;IÅ?DÅ?D:KIJH?7BÅH;B7J?EDI ÅM>?9>ÅÅ
HE<;IIEHÅH7<JIÅ9ED9BK:;IÅJ>7JÅIEC;Å
M;H;Å7IIE9?7J;:ÅM?J>ÅEH=7D?I7J?ED7BÅ9>7D=; Å
H;W;9J?EDIÅEDÅJ>?IÅIJEHOÅ7H;ÅF7HJ?9KB7HBOÅMEHJ>Å

H;C;C8;H?D=Å?HIJ Å?JÅM7IÅDEJÅ@KIJÅJ>;Å
>7J9>;HÅ;NF;H?C;DJÅJ>7JÅC7:;ÅJ>;Å:?<<;H;D9;Å
H7:;ÅB?8;H7B?I7J?EDÅM7IÅM;BBÅKD:;HÅM7OÅ
7BH;7:O Å7D:ÅJ>;ÅH;<EHCÅE<ÅH?J?I>Å7DJ?ÄJHKIJÅ
FEB?9OÅM7IÅEDBOÅI;H?EKIBOÅKD:;HJ7A;DÅ8OÅJ>;Å
B7IJÅ 78EKHÅ=EL;HDC;DJÅ?DÅJ>;ÅDJ;HFH?I;Å 9JÅ
E<ÅrzzyÅ7D:ÅJ>;ÅECF;J?J?EDÅ 9JÅE<Ås{{s
;9ED: Å8OÅ?CFB?97J?ED Å?JÅ?IÅ9B;7HÅJ>7JÅ
H?J7?D«IÅ<7?BKH;ÅJEÅI?=DÅJ>;ÅH;7JOÅE<ÅEC; Å
M>?9>Å;IJ78B?I>;:ÅJ>;ÅÅ?DÅrzvxÅ>7:Å7Å
IK8IJ7DJ?7BÅ9EIJÅ?DÅJ;HCIÅE<Å?JIÅ7:L;HI;Å?CF79JÅ
EDÅFHE:K9J?L?JOÅF;H<EHC7D9;
>?H: Å7BJ>EK=>ÅH?J7?DÅ?IÅ7DÅ;=H;=?EKIÅ
;N7CFB;ÅE<ÅJ>;ÅBED=ÄB7IJ?D=Å:7C7=;ÅJ>7JÅJ>;Å
rzt{IÅ:?:ÅJEÅIKFFBOÄI?:;ÅFEB?9O ÅIEC;M>7JÅ
I?C?B7HÅ;<<;9JIÅE<ÅJ>7JÅVD7D9?7BÅ9H?I?IÅM;H;Å<;BJÅ
79HEIIÅJ>;Å7:L7D9;:Å9EKDJH?;IÅEHJKD7J;BO Å
J>?IÅJ?C;Å?JÅ>7IÅ8;;DÅ:?<<;H;DJÅ"
MMM9;FHEH=FK8I:FIytyu7IF
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Myths about markets and bankers’ pay cloud the debate
Å Å years into the financial
crisis, the issue of bankers’ pay still looms
large in debates about the future safety of
the financial system. Some call for regulation
of salaries while others insist that free
markets regulate themselves. Everyone
wants to see a resolution of the compensation
issue, but over-simplification of what is a
diverse and complex system has hampered
efforts to find a way forward.
The Advanced Institute of Management
(AIM) Research has brought together a
unique group of researchers and bankers
to shape the debate about the future of the
financial services industry. In the course of
their work, it has become obvious that a lack
of understanding about how the financial
system really works lies at the heart of
confusion over how to make it safer.
Take compensation, where there is a
widespread failure to take account of the
diversity of bankers’ salaries. For example,
branch employees in a retail bank won’t
bring down the system and their salaries are

vwÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rs

casino – especially as the downside may just
in line with the national average. Indeed, the
relatively few risk-takers in the industry are in be getting fired and starting a mainstream
firms with systemic impact (such as wholesale career in their early thirties.
Compared with some of the other
banks), where salaries are increasingly high.
challenges facing the system, the
Public discomfort is not just a question
compensation issue can be resolved relatively
of bankers’ remuneration. Footballers, pop
easily – and some of it will take care of itself
stars and lawyers command similarly high
both from the reduction in bank
fees and are not reproached in the
same way. Public concern focuses >7JÆ?IÆD;;:;:Æ?IÆ profits and from the increasing
on bankers because of what is
9EBB;9J?L;Æ79J?EDÆ capital requirements for trading
activities that entail risk. Traders
seen as excessive risk-taking and
JEÆIJ7D:7H:?I;Æ
will move to hedge funds,
a ‘get rich quick’ culture. The
F7OÆIJHK9JKH;IÆ
probably for the best.
banking sector is often described
What is needed is collective
as having a ‘casino culture’, which 7D:ÆC;J>E:IÆÆ
action
to standardise pay
encourages risk-taking at junior
E<ÆF7OC;DJ
structures and methods of
and middle levels, particularly in
payment across institutions and countries.
trading and market-making.
The ability to push this through different
The fact that the most successful
countries is doubtful, yet some industry-wide
traders and market-makers (in investment
regulation is undoubtedly necessary. Even
banks) are often those who have gambled
if chief executives wanted to tame traders’
and won exacerbates the problem. If
pay, they fear losing scarce revenue streams
graduates can earn around £70,000 in their
by their talent fleeing to competitors – a
first year and progress to £1 million within
‘tragedy of the commons’.
seven, why would they not try to play the
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How immigrants use social networks to find work

Furthermore, to make the financial system
safer and more efficient, shareholders need
to play a corrective role in overseeing firms’
compensation. It is worth remembering that
relative rather than absolute pay is what
motivates people once they have reached a
certain threshold. Yet coarse regulation may
backfire. A dialogue should be established
between the regulated and non-regulated
sectors. The compensation basis in banks
should be changed to mitigate pressures from
short-term investors. Finally, attention should
be paid to the role of equity analysts as banks
grapple with pay change, and inevitably look
for stock market reactions.
It is now clear that the financial system
exacerbated the crisis rather than dampened
it, and part of the reason was the stylised
depiction of markets. Having made a thorough
analysis of the sector as it really is, the AIM
group hopes to move the debate on to a more
realistic discussion of the challenges ahead. "
MMM7?CH;I;7H9>EH=

E:FR

>7H;>EB:;HIÅD;;:ÅJEÅFB7OÅ7Å9EHH;9J?L;Å
HEB;Å?DÅEL;HI;;?D=Å9ECF;DI7J?ED

Å Å  do immigrants in England certain neighbourhoods being dominated by
rely on networks of friends and relatives
one ethnic group. But those areas with high
to look for jobs – and how successful are
ethnic concentration tend to be economically
they in securing employment? A study by
disadvantaged relative to other areas.
Dr Corrado Giulietti, Dr Christian Schluter
As a consequence, one challenge is to
and Dr Jackline Wahba of the ESRC Centre disentangle the effect of living in a deprived
for Population Change found that almost
area where unemployment is high from the
half of unemployed immigrants use social
effect of living in a very ethnically concentrated
networks to search for jobs, and that doing neighbourhood. Failing to distinguish between
so can help them into work.
these two may lead a negative effect on
Analysing data from the Special
employment to be wrongly attributed to living
Licence Quarterly Labour Force Survey,
in an ethnically concentrated area.
the researchers found that the incidence of
Understanding how individuals search
network use is substantial but far
and obtain jobs is important for
from universal, despite the fact it JÆ?IÆDEÆIKHFH?I;Æ
employers and policymakers.
is considered to be inexpensive. J>7JÆ?D<EHC7BÆÆ
Whether jobseekers use formal
There is considerable variation
or informal methods seems to
@E8ÆI;7H9>Æ
between different migrant
matter as to whether or not they
C;J>E:IÆ7H;Æ
groups: for example, Pakistani
are successful in their job hunt.
7IÆ9ECCEDÆ7IÆ
and Bangladeshi immigrants
These findings indicate
report the highest incidence and <EHC7BÆC;J>E:I
that once local labour market
Indians the lowest (68 per cent,
characteristics are taken into
66 per cent and 48 per cent, respectively).
account, using social networks does help
The findings also suggest that for
to secure employment for immigrants. So
immigrants who use social networks,
it is no surprise that informal job search
the success rate of this method is not
methods are as common as formal methods,
guaranteed, ranging between 30 per cent
particularly for immigrants who lack
(Black Africans) and 50 per cent (Black
knowledge of the local labour market.
Caribbean). What’s more, it is the less
Future research should shed light on the
established and lower skilled unemployed
role played by social networks in the
immigrants who are more likely to use
quality of the employment found, such as
social networks. The study confirms that
remuneration and job satisfaction. "
immigrants tend to concentrate in relatively
deprived urban areas. They are also likely
MMM9F979KAD;MIB;JJ;HB?DA¦D;MIB;JJ;H
to cluster by ethnic origins, resulting in
F>F79J?ED¦IJEHO?:¦ww
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Companies should start a simplicity revolution in
the face of an ever-more complicated world
 «Å  Å   is an increasingly
complex environment in which to do
business. Executives have to face complexity
on all fronts of their operations, as they
adapt to globalisation, demographic shifts,
climate change, emerging economies,
social and economic change, and the
sheer pace of innovation. But just what is
it that leads previously successful
multinational corporations – one-time darlings
of their industries such as Nokia or the Royal

Bank of Scotland – to struggle when their
outwardly similar competitors continue
to perform consistently, even in difficult
financial environments?
Whether by accident or design, the
more usual reaction of businesses facing
increased complexity has been to increase
their internal complexity through increased
size, greater diversity of functions or
more levels of hierarchy. But a study by
the Advanced Institute of Management

>EÅOEKÅADEM

(AIM) Research finds that this is not
necessarily the best response.
The research, led by Professor Simon
Collinson, Lead Ghoshal Fellow at AIM,
and Melvin Jay, one of the founders of
a management consultancy firm called
Simplicity, sets out to map not only how
different businesses respond to complexity
but also how their responses have affected
their performance. What they find is a
definite pattern of both ‘good’ and ‘bad’
complexity: the challenge for businesses is
to identify which organisational complexity
adds value and contributes to performance,
and which adds costs and damages
performance. Nearly two thirds of the
managers interviewed for the research
report that complexity is responsible for
over five per cent of productivity loss, and
as many as one in ten reported a 30 per cent
loss of productivity.
Professor Collinson and Mr Jay have
created the Global Simplicity Index, which
takes the largest 200 firms in the Fortune
Global 500 and ranks them according to
their complexity and performance, to help
them further understand the relationship.
They identify four types of firms and their
particular challenges:
   low-performing organisations
with low levels of complexity, which have
failed to capitalise on value-creating forms
of complexity
  high-performing organisations
with low levels of complexity, which
have managed to perform without
over-complicating their business

9EDD;9J?EDIÅ EH;ÅFH;9?I;BO Å?JÅ;N7C?D;IÅM>;J>;HÅ
7DÅ?D:?L?:K7BÅ?IÅCEH;ÅB?A;BOÅJEÅ8;Å7FFE?DJ;:Å?<ÅÅ
>;Å>7IÅ7ÅB?DAÅM?J>ÅIEC;ED;Å7BH;7:OÅEDÅJ>;Å
8E7H:ÅÅ<EHÅ;N7CFB; ÅJ>HEK=>ÅC;C8;HI>?FÅ
E<ÅJ>;ÅI7C;Å=EB<Å9BK8 ÅIK9>Å7IÅ;DJMEHJ>ÅEHÅ
The role of social ties in corporate board appointments
KDD?D=:7B; ÅEHÅJ>;ÅI7C;ÅFH?L7J;ÅC;C8;HI«ÅÅ
 ÅÅ ÅFH?L7J;Å9BK8IÅ
J>;ÅB79AÅE<ÅJH7DIF7H;D9OÅ7HEKD:ÅI;B;9J?EDÅ9H?J;H?7Å 9BK8 ÅIK9>Å7IÅJ>;Å;<EHCÅBK8ÅEHÅ>?J;«I
9EDJ?DK;IÅJEÅ?DWK;D9;Å8E7H:HEECÅ
7D:ÅJ>;ÅM7OÅ?DÅM>?9>Å;N;9KJ?L;ÅI;7H9>ÅVHCIÅ
>;ÅVD:?D=IÅIK==;IJÅJ>7JÅIE9?7BÅ9EDD;9J?EDIÅ
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vyÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rs
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By interviewing managers in these firms,
the researchers identify six main drivers
of complexity: the external environment;
strategic choices; the company’s product and
service portfolio; organisational structure;
management processes and procedures;
and the behaviour of people. These are big,
intimidating challenges for managers to deal
with – encompassing everything from the
global financial crisis to the inherent, intrinsic
complexity that develops in a rapidly-growing
firm in a new industry – and as a result many
companies place tackling this complexity on a
list of problems ‘too difficult to deal with’.
But the researchers argue that there
are ways companies can start a simplicity
revolution. They suggest a programme
of diagnosing the sources of complexity,
prioritising the changes that need to be made
and focusing on how to solve the major
problems. Change must begin at the top for it
to be effective across the organisation, and all
employees must be engaged in the process.
There is undoubtedly a cost involved
in reducing complexity in an organisation,
but ‘Performer’ companies such as Apple,
Microsoft and GlaxoSmithKline are
testament to the value that can be gained.
For those companies who manage to solve
the complexity conundrum, there is
competitive advantage to be had. "
MMMI?CFB?9?JOF7HJD;HI>?F9EC
MMM7?CH;I;7H9>EH=
J>?IÅ=HEKFÅM?J>Å;N?IJ?D=Å8E7H:Å;NF;H?;D9; Å
MEC;DÅ79JK7BBOÅ7FF;7HÅCEH;ÅB?A;BOÅJEÅ=7?DÅ
7::?J?ED7BÅ8E7H:ÅFEI?J?EDIÅJ>7DÅC;DÅKJÅ?<ÅÅ
IE9?7BÅ9EDD;9J?EDIÅ7H;Å7BIEÅ?CFEHJ7DJÅ<EHÅ7
YKLM ;N;9KJ?L;Å7FFE?DJC;DJ ÅJ>;DÅJ>;ÅHEB;ÅE<ÅÅ
D;JMEHAIÅ<EHC;:ÅJ>HEK=>ÅC7?DBOÅEHÅ;N9BKI?L;BOÅÅ
C7B;ÅIE9?7BÅ9BK8IÅ?IÅB?A;BOÅJEÅFHEL;Å7Å87HH?;HÅJEÅ
?D9H;7I?D=Å<;C7B;ÅH;FH;I;DJ7J?EDÅEDÅ8E7H:I
DÅH;B7J?EDÅJEÅJ>?I ÅED;ÅH;9ECC;D:7J?EDÅ
<HECÅ EH:Å7L?;I«Å;L?;MÅ?IÅJ>7JÅVHCIÅI>EKB:Å
C7A;ÅCEH;Å?D<EHC7J?EDÅ7L7?B78B;Å78EKJÅJ>;?HÅ
7FFE?DJC;DJIÅFHE9;IIÅ7D:ÅJ>;ÅMEHAÅE<ÅJ>;?HÅ
DEC?D7J?EDÅ9ECC?JJ;;IÅ>?IÅ?IÅFHE878BOÅ
J>;Å8;IJÅM7OÅJEÅ?CFHEL;ÅJH7DIF7H;D9OÅ?DÅ
H;9HK?JC;DJÅ7D:ÅIK8I;GK;DJÅ8E7H:Å:?L;HI?JOÅ"
MMM8?I=ELKA7II;JI8?I9EH;8KI?D;IIÄ
B7M:E9IMrrÄxuvÄMEC;DÄEDÄ8E7H:IF:<
MMM8H?IJEB79KA9CFE

?D:?D=Å8?= Å
VN78B;ÅFHE8B;CI«

The key to building enterprises and creating jobs in Africa
Ä  Å  Ä job creation
on 50 key large- and mid-sized firms. The
is essential for Africa’s future. But while
motivation is to help with the expansion of
diagnosing the continent’s wide range
economic capabilities in Ethiopia by first
of economic ills is easy, what is really
understanding where the capabilities of the
challenging is implementing solutions.
existing successful companies came from.
In pioneering work for the International
The 50 firms represent almost all the largest
Growth Centre (IGC), Professor John
firms in their respective sectors.
Sutton of the London School of Economics
One of the book’s most important
emphasises the need to find and fix a small observations is the fact that around half the
number of ‘big, fixable problems’.
leading firms in Ethiopia have emerged
The best way to do that, he
from the import/export (trading)
7H;<KBÆ
says, is to construct ‘enterprise
sector. This is where the deepest
CED?JEH?D=Æ7D:Æ and most acute knowledge of
maps’ of national economies –
complete descriptions of their
local and international market
:;L;BEFC;DJÆ
industrial structure and the
E<ÆÆL;DJKH;IÆ conditions is already at hand.
existing capabilities of major
A common and unfortunate
I>EKB:Æ8;Æ7ÆÆ
firms. These can provide the
tendency among many observers
low-level background knowledge A;OÆ<E9KIÆE<Æ
of developing economies is to
for governments, local companies FEB?9OÆ9ED9;HD
see the trading sector as separate
and overseas companies looking at
from and irrelevant to the
opportunities for foreign direct investment
growth of manufacturing industry. But these
(FDI). Having worked on enterprise maps
firms have a vital role in seeding successful
for a number of sub-Saharan African
manufacturing firms.
countries, Professor Sutton points to a
number of big, fixable problems, including ÅÅÅÅ
difficulties with transferring land rights;
A second important observation is that among
illegal exporting to get round protection of the 50 leading firms, only two can trace their
infant industries; and an absence of midorigins back to a small domestic firm. The
level finance for mid-sized companies.
second private sector source of Ethiopia’s
Professor Sutton mentions industries
leading industrial companies is foreign
that are seen almost everywhere in Africa
companies. This is likely to be an increasingly
– beer, cement, sugar – and the capabilities important route to future industrial growth
that they require – selling to a ‘safe’ local
– and the inflow of FDI in the past decade
market, high transport costs and the absence has been increasing significantly from a very
of an international supply chain with other
low base. Four countries are leading this
firms whose quality standards domestic
phenomenon: China, India, Saudi Arabia and
firms must meet. He also describes the
Italy. Their FDI projects span every sector
most notable scarcity in African countries
of Ethiopian industry. The book concludes
– not entrepreneurship, which is abundant, that careful monitoring and development of
but a cadre of middle managers with the
FDI ventures should be a key focus of policy
market intelligence and ability to run midconcern over the next decade.
sized companies effectively. Mid-sized
Another crucial issue of economic policy
diversified companies – capable of spotting the book identifies is import substitution
domestic market opportunities, often
– developing local industry to provide
through ‘import substitution’ – are the ones substitutes for expensive imports – and the
most likely to generate much-needed jobs.
need to nurture this on a level playing field
with export projects, which tend to be given
Å Å
preferential treatment. Finally, the book
The IGC has published the first of Professor addresses issues of access to medium-term
Sutton’s studies as An Enterprise Map of
finance for growth, and the availability of
Ethiopia. The book describes the history
land for industrial use. "
and current capabilities of the country’s
leading industrial companies (agribusiness, MMMJ>;?=9EH=I?J;I:;<7KBJVB;IÅ
manufacturing and construction), focusing IKJJEDØF:<F:<
>MMR

    high-performing organisations
with high levels of complexity, which
generally manage to couple high complexity
with performance, but are still losing profits
because of value-destroying complexity
  low-performing organisations
with high levels of complexity, who are
finding it difficult to manage the high levels of
complexity that damage their performance
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Higher education should be treated as a ‘strategic sector’

